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ABSTRACT 
 

Recently, demand of distributed power source is rapidly increasing at remote region with limited 

access to the large source of cooling water. To respond to this demand, KAIST research team is 

developing a Supercritical CO2 (S-CO2) cooled small modular reactor(SMR) called KAIST Micro 

Modular Reactor (MMR). The S-CO2 cycle is receiving significant attention from the power industry 

since the cycle has high efficiency, simplicity, compact components. Moreover, SMR cooled by water 

could not be completely modularized including the power conversion system because of bulky 

components of steam cycle, but MMR could be perfectly modularized including the power conversion 

system due to the compactness of its components. A priority of designing MMR is small in size and 

mass, which can be transported via ground transportation. A conceptual design of turbomachinery, heat 

exchanger and reactor core of MMR are developed. However, transient analysis of MMR was not yet 

carried out, because a transient code for S-CO2 cycle is not readily available. Thus, KAIST research 

team has modified GAMMA+ code which was previously developed by KAERI research team to 

simulate Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) system. Original GAMMA+ code was not equipped 

with exact CO2 properties especially near the critical point. Thus, CO2 properties from NIST database 

was inserted in the modified GAMMA+ code first. Another modification is modeling turbomachinary 

for S-CO2 by using a performance map. By using this modified GAMMA+ code, control logics were 

tested for the safe operation of the nuclear power plant. Furthermore, loss of load and Loss of Coolant 

accident was analysed to demonstrate the safety of KAIST-MMR. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Both expanding and embarking countries are giving attention to SMR systems because such reactors 

are: meeting the need for flexible power generation for wider range of users and applications; offering 

better economic affordability; suitability for non-electric applications; and options for remote regions 

without established electricity grid infrastructures [1]. However, currently developed SMRs are 

usually cooled by water, which prevents SMRs from better modularization because of bulky 

components of steam cycle. To overcome this challenging problem of SMRs cooled by water, a 

Supercritical CO2 (S-CO2) cooled SMR is considered because S-CO2 cycle has benefits such as 

compactness, inertness, abundance of CO2, high efficiency in moderate temperature [2]. From these 

advantages of SMRs and S-CO2 cycle, a direct S-CO2 cycle which contains reactor core and power 

conversion system in a single loop is suggested by removing intermediate heat exchanger in between 

core and the power conversion system. The proposed system is named as KAIST Micro Modular 
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reactor (MMR). The top priority of MMR is transportability, so that a simple recuperated cycle is 

selected even though the power cycle efficiency is lower than the widely known S-CO2 recompressing 

cycle [3]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Conceptual view of MMR. 

 

Even though a nuclear power plant is well optimized and designed for normal operating 

condtion, a nuclear power plant cannot be considered to be safe if their integrity is not 

guaranteed when a accident or perturbation occurs to the nuclear power plant. Therefore, 

safety analyses based on design basis accident scenarios are essential. Since MMR is under 

conceptual design phase, it is not possible to obtain pertinent experimental data relevant to the 

design basis accident of MMR. Therefore, a transient calculation code for S-CO2 cycle is 

required to simulate a design basis accident or transient event. Even though various safety 

analysis codes are widely used for LWR, these codes are difficult to model S-CO2 brayton 

cycle, so that GAMMA+ code, developed by Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute 

(KAERI), is selected to simulate S-CO2 cycle because GAMMA+ code is originally 

developed for High Temperature Gas cooled Reactor (HTGR) [4]. Since S-CO2 shows non-

ideal gas behavior near the critical point, accurate CO2 property modeling is very important to 

the S-CO2 analysis code. Also, S-CO2 turbomachinery modeling is the key modification to 

GAMMA+ code. In this paper, after discussing how the original GAMMA+ code was 

modified for the S-CO2 cycle simulation, results of a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) 

simulation with modified GAMMA+ code will be presented. Especially, the break location 

sensitivity to the safety is investigated.  

 

2.  SPECIFICATIONS OF MMR 
 

MMR is designed to supply electricity to a remote region and can be transported by ship, train and 

vehicle. The waste heat of MMR is transferred to ambient air so that it can be independent on the 

location. MMR is composed of a single unit including reactor core, power conversion system and all 

other supporting systems in one containment for good transportability. For compactness of the system, 

the layout of MMR is simple recuperated cycle. The following figure represents schematic diagram 

and steady operating conditions of MMR.  
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of MMR 

 

2.1. Thermal hydraulic system of MMR 

 

Following table respresents design parameters of MMR components. 

 

Table 1. Design parameters of MMR components 

 Parameter Value 

 

Power 

Core power  36.18 MWth 

Turbine work 21.75 MW 

Compressor work 9.342 MW 

Efficiency Cycle efficiency 32.6 % 

Turbine efficiency 91.9 % 

Compressor efficiency 84.9 % 

Turbomachinery Turbine diameter 0.3254 m 

Compressor diameter 0.2722 m 

 

 

 

 

 

Heat Exchanger 

 

Precooler 

 

Type PCHE 

Volume 0.50744 m3 

Cold Channel No 150000 

Hot Channel No 150000 

 

Recuperator 

Type PCHE 

Volume 0.69265 m3 

Cold Channel No 190000 

Hot Channel No 190000 

CO2-Air Hx Type Finned Tube 

Channel No 672 
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2.1.1. Turbomachinery of MMR 

 

S-CO2 working fluid is circulated in primary system to cool the reactor core and transfer thermal 

energy to turbine. Turbomachineries of MMR are all radial type because the turbomacineries have a 

single stage and high rotational speed [5]. Compressor and turbine of MMR are connected with a 

single shaft, so that rotational speeds of compressor and turbine are identical but moments of inertia of 

compressor, turbine and generator are not fully designed. Therefore, each value of moments of inertia 

is scaled from values of moments of inertia of 2400 MWth S-CO2 fast reactor developed by Pope et al. 

as reference S-CO2 nuclear reactor [6].  

 
MMR

MMR
reference

reference

P
I I

P
   (1) 

 
Table 2. Moments of Inertia (kg-m2) 

System Generator Turbine Compressor Total 

MMR (36.2MWth) 15.075 12.814 4.607 32.496 

Pope (2400MWth) 1000.0 850.0 305.6 2454.7 

 

2.1.2.   Heat exchanger of MMR 

 

For compactness and high effectiveness, precooler and recuperator are Printed Circuit Heat Exchanger 

(PCHE) [7].  

The waste heat of MMR is firstly transferred from precooler to cooling loop which is pressurized at 

11MPa to increase effectiveness of precooler and the CO2 circulator maintains constant mass flow rate 

in the cooling loop. The waste heat of MMR is finally rejected from cooling loop to ambient air by 

CO2-Air heat exchanger which is a finned tube heat exchanger. Air is also circulated with air fans.  

 

2.1.3.   Containment of MMR 

 
Containment of MMR is also filled with pressurized CO2 and this is composed of inner containment 

and outer containment. Each pressure of inner and outer containment are 5 MPa and 1MPa, 

respectively. The main role of inner containment is to mitigate accident by using highly pressurized 

and cold fluid in the inner containment. By appling the defence in depth concept to the design, , an 

outer containment covers the inner containment to prevent inner containment fluid from leaking to 

environment. Fig. 1 shows the double containments of MMR. 

 

2.2. Reactor core system of MMR 

 

MMR is a gas cooled fast reactor and has low enriched uranium nitride fuel (15.5%), to achieve 20 

years operation without reloading. Cladding material of MMR is ODS steel which has high thermal 

resistance than other alloy. The following figure and table represent and summarize configuration and 

design parameters of the MMR core [8]. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Radial and axial configuration of MMR core 
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Table 3. Design parameters of MMR core 

Parameter Value 

Fuel material (average density) U15N(13.37 g/cc) 

Cladding material (average density) ODS (7.2 g/cc) 

Gap material Helium 

Number of pins 127 

Pin diameter 1.5 cm 

Fuel radius 0.69 cm 

Gap thickness 0.01 cm 

Cladding thickness 0.05 cm 

Duct thickness 0.3 cm 

Inter-assembly gap 0.25 cm 

Pitch/diameter 1.13 

Wire diameter 0.195 cm 

Assembly pitch 20.355 cm 

Flat-to-flat distance 20.105 cm 

Fuel volume fraction 54.49 % 

Coolant volume fraction 30.66 % 

Structure volume fraction 14.86 % 

 
In general, nuclear power plants have to have negative temperature coefficient such as fuel 

temperature coefficient (FTC) and coolant void reactivity coefficient (CVR). MMR has both negative 

FTC and CVR because negative FTC results from Doppler effect and negative CVR results from 

increase of neutron leakage due to low density of coolant. Following table shows reactivity parameters 

of MMR core. 

 

Table 4. Design parameters of MMR core 

FTC, pcm/K CVR, pcm/K Control System Worth (pcm) 

-0.366  0.02 -234.801 16.1 3248.1 28.8  

 
Power distribution of MMR assembly is shown in following figures. 
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Fig. 4 Nomalized axial power distribution 
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Fig. 5 Nomalized radial power distribution 

 
In figure 5, it’s time-consuming way if each differenct radial power fractions of assembly are modeled 

to simulate the reactor core. To simplify the core modeling only two representative channels are used; 

inner average channel ring (hot channel) and out ring (cold channel). The power fractions are 1.1 for 

the inner ring and 0.949 for the outer ring. 

 

3. MODIFICATION OF GAMMA+ CODE 
 

GAMMA+ code is selected as the analysis tool of S-CO2 cycle. The reason is basically that 

GAMMA+ code is developed for a gas cooled reactor and also it is easy to modify. 

 

3.1. Modification of CO2 properties 

 
The original GAMMA+ code didn’t calculate accurate properties of CO2 near the critical point 

because the properties are just modeled with a simple correlation. To resolve this inaccuracy, 

REFRPOP program, developed by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) which 

accurately calculates thermal and transport properties of various fluid including CO2, instead calculates 

CO2 properties and then deliver it to GAMMA+ code [9]. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Conceptual diagram GAMMA+ code and REFPROP program 

 

3.2. Addition of turbomachinery sub-function based on performance map 

 
It is straightforward to use performance map to model the off-design condition of turbomachinery. 

Applying performance map of turbomachinery to the code is simply saving some index points of 

corrected enthalpy change (3), efficiency with respect to corrected RPM (4), corrected mass flow rate 

(2) in GAMMA+ code variables. The corrected properties are used to predict performance of 

turbomachinery operating under off-design condition by multiplying non-dimensional coeffiecient to 

the inlet condition. However, the corrected properties (1) ~ (5) derived from ideal gas equation, so that 

real gas behavior isn’t reflected to the corrected properties such as compressibility. Nevertheless, still 

this corrected properties are proper to predict turbomachinery of MMR because compressor and 
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turbine inlet conditions of MMR is quite far from the critical point, so that the real gas effect at the 

turbomachinery inlet is not largely affecting the performance prediction. 
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For accurate calculation, the turbomachinery work is calculated with the enthalpy change instead of 

isobaric heat capacity [10].  
 
Following figures show performance maps calculated by KAIST-TMD which is an in-house code to 

design the turbomachinery [11],[12]. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Performance map of compressor 

 

 

 
Fig. 8 Performance map of Turbine 
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4. ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

 
To achieve public acceptance, nuclear power plant must demonstrate that the system can maintain its 

integrity under various design basis accident scenarios. Among many transient events ranging from 

anticipated operational occurrence to design basis accident, the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) is 

considered as one of the most limiting accidents and this accident scenario is simulated in this paper 

with the modified GAMMA+. 

 
4.1. Definition of accident 

 

 
Fig. 9 LOCA at compressor outlet pipe <1> 

 

 

   
Fig. 10 LOCA at compressor inlet pipe <2> 

 

 
As shown in figure 9 and 10, LOCA break is modeled as a valve between location where pipe rupture 

occurs and inner containment fluid. The size of rupture is assumed to be 7.0715 cm2. The break 

location sensitivity of MMR under LOCA is also investigated. The first location is the compressor 

outlet pipe (location <1> in figure 9). The second location is the compressor inlet pipe (location <2> in 

figure 10).  
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4.1.1.  Sequence of event 

 
Table 5. Sequence of LOCA (Location <1>) 

Time 

(sec) 

Event Set Point of Value Reason of set point 

0.0 Rupture of 

compressor outlet 

pipe 

- - 

0.1 Trip signal 

generation 

90% nominal pressure Low pressure trip setpoint of General PWR 

is 80% nominal value but S-CO2 cycle is 

not fully validated than PWR so that 

conservative setpoint is selected. 

3.6 Reactor Shutdown 3.5s delay By PWR PSAR report, reactor is actually 

scrammed after 3.5s from trip signal 

generation. This delay is also applied to 

MMR. 

4.1 Isolating power 

grid from Turbine. 

0.5s after reactor 

shutdown 

Power grid is sensitive with respect to 

rotational speed. However, rotational speed 

of MMR turbomachinery would be rapidly 

changed after reactor shut down, so that 

power grid should be isolated from turbine, 

having 0.5s delay. 

5.0 Compressor Feed 

Valve Open 

Pcontain > Pcomp inlet To cooldown primary cycle, cold and high 

density CO2 of inner containment is fed to 

compressor inlet pipe. By this action 

compressor surge margin is also expanded. 

13.0 Turbine Bypass 

Valve Open 

110% nominal rotational 

speed of turbine 

Turbine blade tip speed of general PWR is 

limited at 120% nominal speed but turbine 

blade tip speed of MMR is limited at 110% 

nominal speed because of high rotational 

speed 

(PWR: 1,500RPM, MMR: 19,300 RPM) 

 
Table 6. Sequence of LOCA (Location <2>) 

Time(sec) Event 

0.0 Rupture of compressor inlet pipe 

3.0 Trip signal generation 

6.5 Reactor Shutdown 

7.0 Compressor Feed Valve Open 

8.0 Isolating power grid from Turbine. 

9.0 Turbine Bypass Valve Open 

  

 
There are other assumptions to reflect realistic condition under accident or conservative analysis. 

Preliminary safety analysis report (PSAR) provides information that valve system is opened for 0.5 

seconds. From this information, valve opening time of MMR is also defined as 0.5 seconds. Other 

assumption is that the emergency power can be supplied to operate valves and CO2 circulator in the 

cooling loop of MMR during accident. 
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4.1.2.  Safety limits of MMR 

 
The first safety limit is the maximum fuel temperature which it shouldn’t exceed the melting point of 

the pellet material. In case of MMR, melting temperature of uranium nitride is 2804oC, so this 

temperature is the ultimate safety limit of the nuclear fuel. 

 

The second safety limit is the occasional peak cladding temperature that it shouldn’t exceed 1200oC 

and at steady state peak cladding temperature shoudn’t exceed 800oC according to Pope et al. 

[Reference] 

 
The third safety limit is the pressure boundary that it shouldn’t exceed 1.2 times of the nominal 

pressure for the occasional loads acting for no more than 1 hr and 1.15 times of the nominal pressure 

for no more than 8 hrs [13]. The steady state pressure boundary shouldn’t exceed 1.1 times of the 

nominal value. Especially, MMR pipe material starts losing their toughness at 675oC, so the bulk fluid 

temperature has to be lower than this temperature while assuming that the fluid temperature is 

identical with the pipe temperature. 

  
4.2. Results of accident 

 
Based on preceding assumptions and sequence, MMR under LOCA is simulated by modified 

GAMMA+ code. 
 

4.2.1.  Modified GAMMA+ code results of MMR under LOCA 

 

Following figures represent short-term and long-term state of MMR when pipe is broken at location 

<1>.  

 
Fig. 11 Short-term state of MMR under LOCA at location <1> 
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Fig. 92 Long-term state of MMR under LOCA at location <1> 

 
Next figures also represent short-term and long-term state of MMR when pipe is broken at location 

<2>. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 Short-term state of MMR under LOCA at location <2> 
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Fig. 11 Long-term state of MMR under LOCA at location <2> 

 

As shown in figures 11 and 13, feed valve mass flow rate has a negative value for a short 

period of time just after the turbine bypass (TBP) valve is opened. This is because the 

increased compressor inlet mass flow rate due to the reduction of fluid resistance at turbine 

side leads to the flow direction reversal (i.e. from primary side to inner containment). This 

flow direction is unfavorable because mass inventory of the primary side is transported to the 

inner containment. However, the effct due to the reversed flow is negligible because this 

exists for a very short amount of time only. 

 

Since the primary loop and the inner containment do not reach equilibrium state during the 

solution time, flow at the rupture location exists until end of the transient simulation. Even 

though the cycle minimum pressure and the inner containment pressure seemed to be 

converged in the pressure plot in figures 12 and 14, there still exist significant amount of 

pressure difference (Pmin: 6.454 MPa, Pinner: 6.45 MPa).  

 
4.2.2.  Analysis of the code results 

 

Both cases have different peak fuel, cladding, and coolant temperature during the accident. The 

following table shows each maximum value of safety parameter in different cases. 

 

Table 7. Maximum value of safety parameter in both cases 

 Fuel centerline 

temperature (oC) 

Peak cladding 

temperature (oC) 

Maximum coolant 

temperature (oC) 

LOCA at location <1> 875.75 730.67 635.07 

LOCA at location <2> 872.13 680.80 585.45 

 

As shown in table 7, fuel centerline temperatures of both cases are not quite different but safety 

margin of cladding and coolant temperature is smaller under LOCA at location <1>. 

Maximum, minimum and containment pressures are converged at around 80 seconds in both cases. 

Especially, Maximum pressure of LOCA at location <1> is more rapidly decreased than LOCA at 

location <2>. This is because location <1> is fluid after compressor, so that fluid at location <1> has 

higher pressure than location <2>. Thus, when LOCA occurs at location <1>, break flow is higher than 
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LOCA at location <2>. Fortunately, the maximum pressure is always lower than the nominal value 

during the accident in both cases. Therefore, pressure safety limits are met. 

In case of turbomachinery work, after turbine is isolated from the grid, the turbine rotational speed is 

increased due to rotor dynamics (6). 

 

 
( )turb comp gen grid

tot

W W W

t I





 



  (6) 

 
This overspeed could be mitigated by bypassing turbine mass flow rate, so after turbine bypass valve 

is opened, works of turbine and compressor also become zero. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS  
 

To provide power to people who live in remote region, KAIST research team has been developing 

KAIST Micro Modular Reactor which is targeting for better modularization which can be transported 

and shop-fabricated. To achieve these targets, MMR adopts S-CO2 fluid as working fluid of nuclear 

power plant. This is because S-CO2 power cycle has advantages in terms of simplicity and 

compactness.After finishing the concept design phase, a system is tested for the integrity under design 

basis accident.  

In this paper, among various design basis accidents, the loss of coolant accident is simulated because 

the loss of coolant accident is regarded as one of the most limiting design basis accdients in a nuclear 

power plant. Since LOCA outcome is sensitive to the break locationsso two break locations were 

selected and modeled; compressor outlet pipe (location <1>) and compressor inlet pipe (location <2>). 

In conclusion, both cases satisfied the suggested safety critera. It was found that LOCA at location 

<1> has smaller safety margin than at location <2> 
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